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1. INTRODUCTION   

Digital Out of Home or DOOH refers to digital

media advertising which reaches the consumers

while they are outside their homes[1, 2]. This ex-

cludes TV and radio advertising, but includes digi-

tal signage advertising to people who are in transit,

waiting, or at commercial locations over DOOH

inventories. DOOH inventories mean DOOH me-

dias such as billboards, kiosks, LCD screens, video

walls and whatever are available for displaying

digital ad contents. DOOH advertising has been

expanded rapidly. The global DOOH market is ex-

pected to grow at a compound annual growth rate

of 12.6 percent from 2017 to 2023, according to a

report by Allied Market Research. It also predicts

the market will reach more than $8 billion by

2023[3].

The challenge of DOOH has been how to reach

the right people with the right advertisement con-

tents (ad contents) at the right time. Conventional

approach is that an operator schedules distribution

of ad contents over selected DOOH medias via

content management systems based on numerous

user information collected by advertisers or others.

Current trends in DOOH advertising move toward

a programmatic way, where matching between ad-

vertisers’s ad contents and DOOH inventories are

automatically achieved through a program[1]. This

programmatic advertising in DOOH industry has

been evolved from online advertising, where re-

al-time bidding (RTB) has been already set up as

a major programmatic advertising method on com-

mercial advertising systems, like Google Double
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Click or Facebook Ads[4]. Matching between ad

contents and inventories is a kind of recom-

mendation system like Amazon’s product recom-

mendation[5]. Similarly, one can approach pro-

grammatic scheduling of ad contents over a group

of DOOH medias as a recommendation system.

Correspondingly to the rating score in a recom-

mendation system, GRP (Gross Rating Point) is

normally adopted as a metric to measure the effec-

tiveness of advertising in DOOH. GRP is defined

as an audience size reached by an ad content on

a DOOH media[6]. DOOH medias such as kiosks

display ad contents on time-slot base. For a given

time-slot, candidate ad contents with the highestly

predicted GRP could be recommended as the best

ad content candidate for the DOOH medias. In

more real operation situations, some of candidate

recommended ad contents for each DOOH media

would be filtered according to marketing strat-

egies, and the ad contents with the best GRP

among the remaining candidates will be scheduled

to be displayed for the DOOH medias. Then, the

issue is how to predict GRPs for ad contents

against DOOH medias.

Typical recommendation systems like a product

recommendation take care of users and items as

major input variables(fields), and predict rating

scores of items for users. In DOOH media schedul-

ing, one can consider inventories, ad contents, and

GRP, correspondingly to users, items, and rating

scores. GRP may not be dependent only on in-

ventories and ad contents, but GRP may be af-

fected also by other advertising contextual in-

formation such as location of the DOOH media,

content categories, weather conditions, event sit-

uation, displaying time and so on.

In this paper, we formulate the scheduling of ad

contents under advertising contexts over a group

of DOOH medias as a context-aware recom-

mendation problem, where effective prediction of

GRPs under contextual information is sought. For

that, we present a context-aware factorization ma-

chine-based recommendation model for more pre-

cise GRP prediction. Through the training and

testing processes based on the presented model, we

provide a simulation analysis for more precise un-

derstanding of each context’s effect on advertising

by calculating GRP prediction error. Through sim-

ulation analyses on the dataset made from adapta-

tion of the real dataset given in an online recom-

mendation competition, RecSys Challenge 2015[7]

for our purpose, it is shown that the proposed con-

text-aware factorization machine model and anal-

ysis based on the model improves GRP prediction

by incorporating contexts and enables better un-

derstanding of the effect of each context on adver-

tising.

Even though many of context-aware factoriza-

tion machine-based approaches have been reported

in online recommendation systems, such a con-

text-aware factorization machine-based modeling

and analysis have not been reported yet for DOOH

ad contents scheduling, to the best of our knowl-

edge.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, technical backgrounds and related

works are described, and in Section 3, a context-

aware factorization machine model formulation is

provided. Evaluations through simulation analysis

are explained in Section 4, and Conclusion and fu-

ture work are given in Section 5.

2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUNDS AND RELATED 

WORKS

2.1 Technical Backgrounds

2.1.1 Mathematical Formulation of Collaborative

Recommendation System

Recommendation systems provides suggestion

for items for a user[8]. Basically, suggestions are

based on rating scores and recommendation sys-

tems predict rating scores about items (ad con-

tents) for each user (inventory) from the past

transaction data.
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Then, the collaborative approach to a recom-

mendation system is formulated as a regression

task as follows.

For given a set of users   u ⋯um and a
set of candidate items   i ⋯ in, target func-
tion   × → (1)

has to be predicted.

The target function represents a rating score,

e.g.  is a rating score (eg., recommendation

score from 0 to 5) of item  for user . We denote

the subset with known rating scores of × by

  ⊂×  ; that is, for all ∈ , the rating
score    is known in advance, which is supposed

to be available by measurements or some other

rating mechanisms.

Then, more clearly, the task of recommendation

system can be stated as estimating the target

function so as to predict a rating score for any item

 for any user . The estimation of the target func-

tion

 for  ∈× (2)

is obtained by minimizing an estimation error on

the measurement dataset,   ⊂× .

The performance of a recommendation system

is usually evaluated by calculating RMSE(Root

Mean Square Error), which is defined as

RMSE 


mn
k  
m
l 
n
yukilyukil (3)

where  for ∈ is considered as 0.
Since among the domain set of the target func-

tion (1), the subset  , a measurement dataset with

known rating scores are usually sparse, estimating

the target function (2) is a sparse regression prob-

lem [9].

2.2.2 Factorization Machine (FM) [9]

Factorization machine formulates the target

function in (2) as

   
  



 
  




    


 (4)

   ≧
  



· (5)

where  ⋯  is a feature vector and

  ⋯ is an -th input variable. And,  that

have to be estimated are:

∈  ∈  ∈ × (6)

where    ⋯  and a -th row of  is 
which describes the -th latent vector with  fac-

tors (components). ∈ is a hyperparameter that
defines the dimensionality of the factorization.

A 2-way FM (degree   as (4)) captures all

single and pairwise interactions of variables with

the target.

∙  is the global bias.

∙  models the interaction of the -th input

variable with the target

∙   models the factorized inter-

action of a pair of variables (-th and -th variable)

with the target.

Instead of using an own independent model pa-

rameter ∈ for each interaction, the FM models
the interaction by the inner product of two latent

vectors associated with input variables. This is the

key point which allows high-quality parameter es-

timation of higher-order interactions ≧  under

sparsity.

For the task of regression, the most widely used

loss function is square loss. To prevent overfitting

it is common to add a regularization term – usu-

ally  . In total, the following regularized least

square criterion for optimization is normally adopt-

ed:

  
  ∈

 
∈

 
 (7)

where    

2.2.3 Field-aware Factorization Machine (FFM)

[10]

A feature vector  ⋯  can be grouped

into fields. Field-aware Factorization Machine
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(FFM) is a variant of FM that utilizes field in-

formation more. Thus, a target function is for-

mulated as

   
  



 
  




    



 
  

 (8)

where  and  represents respectively the fields

that  and  belongs to.

2.2.4 GRP (Gross Rating Point)

In online situation (web, mobile app), preferable

rating scores are recommendation score, or the

number of clicks, or others. However, in the DOOH

world, which is offline and outdoor, rating is differ-

ent from online and should be measured by differ-

ent metrics.

An impression in the context of online advertis-

ing is when an ad is fetched from its source, and

is countable. Each time an ad is fetched and dis-

played, it is counted as one impression. Likewise,

in DOOH, when an ad is displayed, then it is count-

ed as one impression. Audience impression meas-

ures the total number of times people passing a

digital out-of-home display are likely to notice the

ad contents. When 10 people watch an ad content,

then the ad content has 10 audience impression.

GRP, or gross rating point, is a conventional

standard metric in DOOH advertising used to

measure the size of an advertising campaign by a

specific medium or schedule. The purpose of the

GRP metric is to measure audience impressions in

relation to the number of people in the target for

an advertising campaign[6]. GRP values are com-

monly used by media buyers to compare the adver-

tising strength of an advertising system. GRP is

calculated as follows.

GRPs (%) := 100 * Audience Impressions

÷ Defined population

2.2 Related Works

A recommender system or a recommendation

system (RS) is a subclass of information filtering

system that seeks to predict the "rating" or "pref-

erence" a user would give to an item [8]. Recom-

mender systems are utilized in a variety of areas

including movies, music, news, books, research ar-

ticles, search queries, social tags, and products in

general. There are also recommender systems for

experts, collaborators, jokes, restaurants, garments,

financial services, life insurance, romantic partners

(online dating), and Twitter pages.

Usually, recommendation systems are classified

as three approaches; content-based, collaborative,

and hybrid. Content-based approach recommends

items based on a comparison between the content

of the items and a user profile. A user profile has

information about a user and their tastes toward

items. The content-based recommendation has

weakness in that it will only recommend items re-

lated to the categories which a user viewed before.

This weakness can be remedied by using another

variant of recommendation algorithm known as

collaborative approach. Collaborative approach is a

method of making automatic predictions (filtering)

about the interests of a user by collecting prefer-

ences or taste information from many users (colla-

borating). A hybrid recommender system is one

that combines multiple techniques together to ach-

ieve some synergy between them. Many recom-

mendation systems adopt collaborative approaches

since they support mathematically tractable models

and produce robust systems, and have shown

many successful stories[8].

For a typical collaborative recommendation sys-

tem as (1), the target function can be represented

as a rating matrix  where i-th row of  is mod-

eled as user i and j-th column is modeled as item

j and the ij-th component,  of the rating score

matrix is represented by . Thus, the matrix

factorization method[11], which characterizes both

items and users by vectors of factors inferred from

item rating patterns. High correspondence between

item and user factors leads to a recommendation.

These methods have become popular in recent
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years by combining good scalability with pre-

dictive accuracy. In addition, they offer much flexi-

bility for modeling various real-life situation[11].

Many recommender systems simply ignore oth-

er contextual information existing alongside user's

rating in providing item recommendation. However,

by pervasive availability of contextual information

such as time, location, social information, and type

of the device that user is using, it is becoming more

important than ever for a successful recommender

system to provide a context-aware recommendation.

The most important disadvantage of taking con-

text into recommendation model is to be able to

deal with a larger dataset that contains much more

missing values in comparison to user-item rating

matrix. For the case with contexts, some collabo-

rative methods like matrix factorization meth-

ods[11], which have been successfully applied to

a recommendation system without context consid-

eration, could not be simply extended into a tensor

of higher order[12].

Such a context-aware recommendation is more

appropriately handled by factorization machine

[9,13,14]. Factorization machine formulates the

predictor of n variables as a target function of the

second degree polynomial of n input variables. A

factorization machine is a general-purpose su-

pervised learning algorithm that one can use for

both classification and regression tasks. It is an

extension of a linear model that is designed to cap-

ture interactions between variables within high di-

mensional sparse datasets economically. For sparse

datasets, a second order FM model suffices, since

there is not enough information to predict more

complex interactions. FM solves the problem of

considering all interaction of a pair of input varia-

bles with the target. by formulating the pairwise

interaction coefficient as an inner product of latent

feature vectors associated with each input variable,

which reduces the polynomial computation time to

linear complexity. Factorization machines are easi-

ly applicable to a wide variety of context by speci-

fying only the input data[9] and are successfully

applied to context-aware recommendation prob-

lems[13]. [13] develops a fast iterative optimization

method for learning factorization machine, called

‘alternating least square optimization’ that analyti-

cally finds the least-square solution for one pa-

rameter given the other ones.

In [10], field-aware FM (named as FFM) is pro-

posed, where the interaction of a pair of input vari-

ables with the target in FM was refined to consid-

er the field which each input variable belongs to.

FFM has turned out to performs better than FM

for many recommendation problems[15].

Recommendation on online advertising targeting

individual user has proven successful. However,

direct application of it over DOOH networks has

its limitation due to privacy concerns. There has

been intensive research both in academia and in-

dustry in the field of DOOH attempting to improve

ad distribution without targeting individual user.

Our approach in this paper proposed to model

context-aware scheduling of ad contents for a

group of DOOH media and to analyze the effects

of each context on GRP is based on factorization

machine model. To the best of our knowledge, for-

mulating scheduling of ad contents over a group

of DOOH media as context-aware factorization

machine-based recommendation and analysis of

effects of contexts on DOOH advertising based on

the formulation has not been reported yet,

3. FACTORIZATION MACHINE-BASED CON-

TEXT-AWARE AD CONTENTS SCHEDULING 

3.1 The target DOOH Advertisement System 

Fig. 1 shows an overview of our target DOOH

advertisement system. Working environments of

the target DOOH advertisement system is com-

posed of many components; inventories, advertiser,

ad contents, advertisement management system

including context-aware factorization machine-

based recommendation system module.
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The recommendation system predicts GRPs for

candidate ad contents based on given data for each

DOOH media, and ranks them. After marketing

strategy and consideration of urgent events are ap-

plied and some of candidate ad contents are filtered

out. Then, the highest ranking ad content among

the remaining candidate ad contents at the sched-

uling is chosen and scheduled for display on the

inventory. GRP is affected by contexts. For more

precise GRP prediction, one may need to include

proper contexts in a prediction model.

3.2 Contexts of DOOH Advertising

Advertising of ad contents, evaluated by how

many people watch them, is affected by advertising

contexts such as weather, location, content cat-

egory, and so on. By defining relevant and mean-

ingful context model for the ad content recom-

mendation system, one can express audience target

more compactly, and this is expected to improve

the prediction accuracy of the ad content recom-

mendation.

The target DOOH advertisement system man-

ages system-related information such as inventory

id, inventory type, inventory location, ad content

id, ad content category, and it further collects im-

pression history log from inventories, which con-

tains a list of record with inventory id, ad content

id, timestamp, and audience impression measure-

ment. Timestamp contains an information about

when and on which day the ad content starts to

display, and audience impression measurement has

the information about how many people watch the

ad contents, which is achieved by analyzing im-

ages or data captured by cameras or sensors.

Audience measurement can have more details like

age and gender depending on the audience meas-

urement processing. In addition to impression his-

tory log, the system collects more contextual in-

formation such as weather, event types (sports

game event, entertainment or art performance

events, and other city events), and event times

from outside.

Some contextual information like inventory lo-

cation, weather, time will affect GRP; for example,

weather affects people’s going out and watching

outdoor DOOH media. Thus, it is import to include

contexts in the prediction model.

3.3 DOOH Ad Content Recommendation with Contexts 

By extending a typical formulation of recom-

mendation system such as (1), GRP prediction

context over DOOH medias can be basically for-

mulated as a regression task as follows.

For given a set of DOOH medias  k ⋯kp ,
a set of candidate ad contents   a ⋯aq, and

Fig. 1. Target DOOH Advertisement System.
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a set of contexts ⋯ , target function

  ×××⋯× → has to be predictd.

The target function represents the GRP, e.g.

⋯  is the GRP of ad content  for DOOH

media  under contexts  ⋯ .

Any data ⋯  ∈×××⋯×  is
called context-aware DOOH data.

One can consider ad content category, display-

ing time in a day, displaying day in a week, weath-

er, location, and so on,

3.4 DOOH Ad Contents Recommendation based 

on Factorization Machine

The context-aware DOOH data ⋯ 

can be transformed into a feature vector

   ⋯  ∈ ⊂ by using binary or

real valued mappings    →
  as follows.

  ×× ×⋯× →  defined by

 ⋯         ⋯   (9)

Then, target function ⋯  of DOOH ad

contents recommendation can be formulated as a

factorization machine as follows.

⋯  
 ⋯   

 
  



 
  




    


 (10)

As explained in Section 2.1, for general factori-

zation machine (FM),    as in (5) and for

field-aware factorization (FFM),      

as in (8).

Fig. 2 shows an example of feature vectors for

DOOH advertising made by utilizing the mappings

 .

For example, about weather data transformation,

one can take the function  as   ,

  . And about displaying time in a

day, one can take a function which quantizes the

display time in a minute unit and normalizes the

quantized integer number to the range of 0 and 1

with two decimal places of accuracy. For example,

10:32:40 (10 o’clock 32 minutes 40 seconds) is

quantized into 10×60+33 and normalized

×

×
≃. Location data can be real valued

using such as zip code of the location.

3.5 Training Factorization machine based DOOH 

Ad Contents Recommendation 

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithms

are popularly adopted for optimizing loss function

(6) in training of factorization machine model of

DOOH ad contents recommendation (9) since SGD

algorithms are simple, work well with different

loss functions, and have low computational and

storage complexity. Algorithm 1 shows how FM

can be optimized with SGD.

The Algorithm 1 iterates over cases ∈ and
performs updates on the model parameters.

 ← 


  (11)

where ∈ is the learning rate or step size for

gradient descent.

SGD-based FFM learning algorithm utilized in

this paper is similar to Algorithm1, which is SGD-

Fig. 2. An example of feature vectors for DOOH advertising.
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based FM learning algorithm except that the up-

dating the latent vector changes from

 ←  


   

   to

 ← 


   

  

where  is the   component of    .

For general FM model, [13] proposes a fast opti-

mization algorithm, ‘Alternating Least-Squares

(ALS)’ . For the details, the reader needs to refer

to [13].

4. EVALUATION 

4.1 Evaluation Environments

Since we neither have any real data set for DOOH

ad contents scheduling nor find any dataset for

DOOH from Internet, we decide to utilize an exist-

ing real online recommendation dataset, ‘youchoose-

data’ from RecSys Challenge 2015[7]. Given a se-

quence of click events performed by some users

during a typical session in an e-commerce website,

the goal of RecSys Challenge 2015 is to predict

whether the user is going to buy something or not,

and if he or she is buying, what would be the items

he or she is going to buy.

RecSys Challenge 2015 dataset comprises two

kinds of datasets; 1) Click event (which contains

information about session ID, item ID, timestamp,

category), 2) Buys event (session id, item id, time-

stamp, price, quantity). Session ID is the id of the

session. In one session there are one or many clicks

or buying events. Timestamp is the time when the

click event or buys event occurred. Category means

the category of the item (food & drink, clothing &

fashion, travel, hospitality, leisure & entertainment,

health & beauty, pharmaceuticals, automotive, en-

ergy, insurance, electronics). Quantity represents

how many of this item were bought.

We adapt these dataset and build a dataset for

our evaluation. Our dataset consists of the follow-

ing fields; DOOH inventory ID, ad contents ID, ad

contents category, displaying time in a day, and

displaying day in a week, which are analogously

taken from session ID, item ID, item category,

timestamp of click events, respectively. For GRP,

we obtain it by calculating quantity over an item.

Since there are no fields corresponding to weather

and location information in RecSys 2015 dataset,

we ignore them in this evaluation. The built dataset

has 48,505 data records of 1000 inventories and

6029 ad contents with other context data. After we

convert all data records into feature vectors to suit

the factorization model (10), we split the dataset

to two parts for training and testing, respectively.

20% samples from the dataset were randomly se-

lected as the test set.

For evaluation, we test FFM model with SGD

optimization by using libFFM [16] as well as FM

model with ALS optimization [13] by using libFM

[14].

4.2 Simulation Analysis Results 

4.2.1 The Effects of Contexts on Advertising (GRP)

In order to analyze the effects of contexts on ad-

vertising (GRP), we first trained 5 FFM models

Algorithm 1 : Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)-based 

FM Training [14]

Input: Training data  , regularization parameters ,
learning rate , initialization σ

Output: Model parameter      

 ←    ⋯   ∼  

repeat
for ∈(x, y) do
 ←  


   

for ∈⋯n∧xi≠ do

 ←  


   

   

for ∈⋯k do
 ←  


   

   

end
end
end
until stopping criterion is met;
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of ad contents recommendation; ‘Context’, ‘Hour’,

‘Weekday’, ‘Category’, and ‘MF’.

‘Context’ is a full context-aware FFM model

considering all contexts(displaying time in a day,

displaying days in a week, ad contents category

in addition to the basic input variables, inventory

ID and contents ID), ‘Hour’, ‘Weekday’, ‘Category’

are FFM models with one context considered (con-

sider displaying time in a day only, displaying day

in a week, and ad contents category, respectively)

in addition to the basic input variables. ‘MF’ is a

FFM model without considering any contexts.

Then, we simulated the test set with respect to

those trained FM models, respectively and compare

RMSEs of GRP prediction over the trained FFM

models. Fig. 3 shows the simulation results. In FM

tasks, one epoch represents one full training cycle

on the training set.

As shown in Fig. 3, the full context-aware rec-

ommendation FFM model (‘Context’) predicts bet-

ter than the recommendation FFM model without

considering contexts. Against the evaluation data-

set, ad content category turns out to be a much

more effective context compared to temporal con-

texts (displaying time in a day, displaying day in

a week). These temporal contexts and GRP of the

evaluation dataset are taken from timestamps and

quantity of online RecSys 2015 dataset. How many

items are bought on an online web market place

may not have much interaction with click times,

at least on the RecSys 2015 dataset. That is why

the simulation result of Fig. 3. shows much lower

effects of temporal contexts. In Fig. 4 of the simu-

lation results based on context-aware FM models

against the same training and testing data set as

those of Fig. 3, it was observed that the context-

aware FM models with ALS optimization perform

worse than FFM models.

Another simulation analysis to see the effective-

ness of a pairwise combination of contexts on the

prediction of FFM models against the evaluation

dataset was also conducted. In Fig. 5 of the simu-

lation results, one can understand that ‘Category’

context combined together with ‘Weekday’ context

shows the best interaction with prediction among

all context combinations.

From simulation analysis results as in Fig. 3 and

Fig. 5, one can understand that the context-aware

FFM model is effective to analyze the effects of

advertising contexts for scheduling of ad contents

under contexts.

4.2.2 The Effects of Hyperparameters of FM(FFM)

Modeling

We also conducted simulation to investigate the

effects of hyperparameters of FM modeling such

Fig. 3. Comparisons of the effects of contexts based 

on FFM models.

Fig. 4. The simulation results based on context-aware 

FM models.
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as latent factor  in (6), regularization parameter

 in (7), and learning rate  in (11). In FM(FFM)

modeling, the latent factor k, which is the di-

mension of the latent vector   ⋯ is one

of important hyperparameters, which affects the

prediction performance, and can be decided from

simulation. Simulation result in Fig. 6 shows that

larger latent factor improves the performance be-

fore threshold, but the more larger latent factor af-

ter threshold causes overfitting.

Through evaluations, it is observed that regula-

rization parameter values do not make any big dif-

ference with respect to the performance as long as

they are some small positive values, which is

shown in Fig. 7(a) but learning rate parameter 

in training should be carefully determined, which

is shown in Fig. 7(b).

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we presented a context-aware fac-

torization machine-based recommendation model

for scheduling of ad contents under advertising

contexts over a group of DOOH medias. Then, it

was shown through simulations based on the mod-

el over a realistic dataset that one could analyze

effectively effects of contexts such as categories

of ad contents, weather, displaying time, location

and other contexts on the ad contents advertising

over DOOH medias.

Fig. 5. Comparisons of the effects of pairwise combina-

tion of contexts based on FFM models.

Fig. 6. Effects of the latent facor .

Fig. 7. Effects of the regularization parameter  and learning rate  ; (a) regulation parameter  , (b) learning 

rate .
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The analysis was achieved as follows. Firstly,

one trains the context-aware factorization machine

model for DOOH ad contents scheduling. Then, one

predicts GRPs(Gross Rating Points) against test

sets, calculates prediction error, and analyzes the

factors affecting the prediction errors. Thus, theses

simulation analyses are considered as useful gui-

dances for efficient scheduling of ad contents under

advertising contexts over a group of DOOH medias.

The dataset utilized for the evaluation in this paper,

is made from adapting a real dataset given by

RecSys Challenge 2015 for our DOOH advertise-

ment environments.

For measuring real effectiveness of the proposed

model, a context-aware factorization machine-

based recommendation for scheduling of ad con-

tents needs to be implemented on a real DOOH ad-

vertising system like Fig. 1. Then, over the real

advertising context data including weather, events,

and more accumulated through operations over a

group of DOOH medias, we can test the effective-

ness, which is worthwhile to report for the con-

tribution to development of well-performing pro-

grammatic DOOH systems.
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